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It is given a uniform estimate of the rate of convergence in CLT on stratified 
groups for variational distance when some pseudomoment is sufficiently small. 
Moreover, it is given a nonuniform estimate on the system of homogeneous balls 
when some pseudomoment is finite. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a stratified group of step S, that is a simply connected nilpotent 
Lie group whose Lie algebra 9 has a vector space decomposition 
S=@;=1 Vi such that [Vi, Vj]c Vi+j when i+j<~ and [Vi, Vj]=O 
when i + j > s, and V, generates 9 as an algebra. Let exp: 99 H G be the 
exponential mapping (which is now a diffeomorphism). We equip $9 as well 
as G with the natural dilations by extending0 6,(X) = t’X, t > 0, XE Vi by 
linearity to Y and putting G,(exp X) =exp(G,X). The family (6,),,0 is a 
continuous one-parameter semigroup of automorphisms of G. 
Let {X, , . . . . Xm} be a basis of 59 adapted to the vector space decomposi- 
tion’S=@;=, Vj;thatis, {X,:d,=j}isabasisfor Vjwheredk=jwhen 
Xk~ Vi. We denote by (tl, . . . . c,} the basis for the linear forms on 9 dual 
to the basis {X,, . . . . X,}, and we set vi= 5, oexp-‘. The functions 
(II 1 , **-, q,n) form a global coordinate system on G. 
An element XE ‘9 can be regarded as a (left-invariant) differential 
operator on G: for f E C ’ we put 
xf(x) = lim f(x ev t-U -f(x) 
t-0 t 
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The following central limit theorem on G (cf. [4, 141) is known. Let p 
be a centered probability measure on G with finite second homogeneous 
moment. (That is, J vi(x) I = 0 when tii= 1 and j Iqi(x)12”‘, I < co 
for i= 1, . . . . m.) Then 
(1) 
where (v,),,~ denotes the continuous convolution semigroup of Gaussian 
measures on G whose infinitesimal generator is 
d =T=, aijxixjT 
1 / 
where ai=[ qi(x)p(dx) for di=2 and azj=j vi(x)qj(x)p(dx) for d,= 
dj = 1. (For information on Gauss semigroups cf. [9, 161). 
The aim of this paper is to examine the rate of convergence in (1). For 
the sake of simplicity it will be considered only the special case when ai = 0 
for di = 2 and aij = 6, for di = d, = 1. We obtain the optimal speed of 
convergence n . - ‘/* We use the assumption of the finiteness of some pseudo- 
moment and give estimates in terms of different kinds of moments and 
pseudomoments. We apply the method of composition. This has been used 
in this context for Euclidean spaces or Banach spaces; see, for example, 
[l-3, 11, 13, 151. For Heisenberg group see [ 12); for that special group 
the results are a little bit better than the ones of the present paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The letter c (resp. c(.)), with or without indices, will denote positive 
constants (resp. positive constants depending only on the quantities in 
parentheses); the same symbol may stand for different constants. 
It is known that if a denotes the Lebesgue measure on, Y then I = 
a 0 exp --I is an invariant Haar measure on G. 
Let (v~),,~ be the continuous convolution semigroup of Gaussian 
measures on G whose infinitesimal generator is the sub-Laplacian 
3 Cdkcl Xf. Let R*, = {reR : r > O}. The differential operator 
is hypoelliptic on R*, x G by the Hormander’s hypoellipticity criterion since 
{X, : dk = 1 } generates the whole Lie algebra B (cf. [lo]; see also 6.3.7 in 
[9]). Thus the Gauss semigroup (v,)~,~ on G is absolutely continuous with 
respect to A and there exists an infinitely differentiable function p > 0 on 
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R*, x G such that p,( .) = p(t, .) is a R-density of the measure v, (cf. [ 163). 
We shall write simply v and p instead of V, and pl, respectively. It is 
known that 
p(r”t, 6,x) = r-Q&, x) (2) 
for all x E G, t > 0, r > 0, where Q = CT!, d; is the homogeneous dimension 
of G. Taking into account that 
;l(b,(B)) = rQl.(B) 
for all BE g(G), we obtain v, = 6~;( v, ) for all t > 0. In particular, 
v; = v, = Q(v,). H ence the measure v is stable in the sense of Baldi and 
also stable with respect to the one-parameter semigroup (6~;)~,~ of 
automorphisms of G in the sense of Hazod (see [7]). 
A homogeneous norm on G is a function x + 1x1 from G to [0, co) 
satisfying 
(i) x + 1x1 is continuous on G and C” on G\ (e}; 
(ii) 1x1 =0 if and only if x=e; 
(iii) 16,x1 = t 1x1 for t > 0, x E G. 
Homogeneous norms always exist (cf. [5]). Moreover, it is known that for 
a homogeneous norm 1.1 on G there is a constant c > 0 such that Jxyj < 
~(1x1 + Iyl) for all x, LEG. 
A function f: G\ (0) H R will be called homogeneous of degree a (a E R) 
if j-08, = r=f for r >O. Clearly a homogeneous norm is a homogeneous 
function of degree 1. A linear differential operator D on G will be called 
homogeneous of degree a if D( f 0 6,) = r”(Df) 0 6, for any f E C, and r > 0. 
It can be observed that if D is homogeneous of degree aI and f is 
homogeneous of degree a2 then Df is homogeneous of degree a2 - a,. For 
example, the differential operator X, E 29 is homogeneous of degree dk. 
LEMMA 1. Let 1.1 be a homogeneous norm on G and let f: G\ (0) I+ R be 
a continuous function which is homogeneous of degree A E R. Then there 
exists a constant cl > 0 such that 
If( G c1 lXld 
for all XEG\{O}. I’ moreover, f(x) # 0 for x E G\ { 0} then there exists a 
constant c2 > 0 such that 
If( 2 c2 lXld 
for all xEG\(O}. 
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Proof: Both sides of the desired inequalities are homogeneous of degree 
d, so it suffices to assume that 1x1 = 1. The set {x E G : 1x1 = 1 > is compact 
(see Lemma 1.4 in [ 5]), and does not contain e E G. Hence the assertion. 
I 
Let us define 
P(X) = 5 lVi(X)l lM 
i= 1 
for XE G. The function, p satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1, thus for an 
arbitrary homogeneous norm 1 .I on G there exist c, , c2 > 0 such that 
Cl P(X) 6 I-4 6 w(x). (3) 
We adopt the following multiindex notation. Let Z + = N u (0). If 
Z= (il, . . . . i,) E Zy is a multiindex, we set X’ = X7 . . . X2 and q’(x) = 
q?(x) ... v]?(x), x E G. Further, we set (I( = ii + ... + i, and d(Z) = 
i,d, + ... + i,d,. Thus 111 is the order of the differential operator X’, 
while d(Z) is its degree of homogeneity (see [S]). 
A function P: G H R will be called a polynomial if P 0 exp is a polynomial 
on Y. Every polynomial on G can be written uniquely as 
where all but finitely many of the coefficients a, vanish. The homogeneous 
degree of a polynomial P= XI a,# is max(d(Z) : a,#O}. Clearly, $ is a 
homogeneous function of degree d(Z), thus by Lemma 1, 
Iq’(x)l < CI bid”) (4) 
for all x E G with a suitable constant c, > 0. A polynomial P will be called 
homogeneous if it is homogeneous as a function. If P is a homogeneous 
polynomial which is homogeneous of degree d then it can be written 
uniquely as 
P= C a,$ 
d(I) = d 
and Lemma 1 implies that there is a constant cP > 0 such that 
IP( 6 CP bld 
for all x E G. 
Let k E N, f E Ck, and x E G. The left Taylor polynomial of f at x of 
homogeneous degree k is the unique polynomial P of homogeneous degree 
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k such that X’P(e) = X’f(x) for ZE Zy with d(Z) < k (see [S]). We use the 
following stratified Taylor inequality. 
THEOREM A. Let ( .I be a homogeneous norm on G. For each k E N there 
is a constant ck such that for all f E Ck and all x, y E G, 
if(xy)-p:k’(y)i Gck bdk+’ sup wf(XZ)l~ 
d(l)=k+ I, I=/ c bk+’ 11.1 
where Pik’ is the left Taylor polynomial off at x of homogeneous degree k 
and b 2 1 is a constant (depending only on G and 1. ) ) (cJ: Corollary 1.44 in 
L-51). 
We also apply the following result: 
THEOREM B. Let I .I be a homogeneous norm on G. Then there exist 
positive constants {C,, ZE Zy > and C such that 
IX’p,(x)l Q C,t-(d(“+Q)/2 exp{ -C (x12/t} 
for every t > 0, x E G, and ZE Zy (cf: [S]). 
COROLLARY 1. For arbitrary k E Z + and ZE ZT we have 
s (xlk IX’p,(x)l I(dx)=cy)t(k-d(““2 
s lxlk I($)‘p,(x)l I(dx)=c~~‘t’k-d”‘“2 
s ,*, > 1 Mk IX’P,(X)I 4dx) G 4; 
[,-r, >, blk I(f)’ p,(x)1 4dx) G 4% 
with some positive constants cfj, i= 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Proof From the homogeneity (2) we obtain X’p,(x) = t-(Q+d(‘))‘2 
X’~,(~,,J;(X)). The integrability of the function x + lxjk IX’p,(x)l with 
respect to the measure ,l follows from Theorem B and Corollary 1.17 in 
[S]. Substituting x = 6~7(y) and using 11(6&(dy)) = tPi2A(dy) we obtain 
the first equation. 
It is known that 
68313812.12 
(5) 
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where P, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d(J) - d(I) (cf. p. 25 in 
[S]). Thus the inequality ]PIJ(x)] < cIJ ]x]~(~)~~“), Theorem B, and the 
homogeneity (2) imply the second equation. 
Applying again Theorem B and (2) we have 
s (~.(, , IXJk IX’p,(x)l A dx) = t’k-d’f))‘2 1 ,v, > ,,J; Mk P-‘P,(Y)~ 44) 
< s IYI (d(‘)+k)‘2 (X’p,(y)J A(dy) 6 cl;?,‘, IYI > l/J7 
One can prove the last inequality in the same way. 1 
For the sake of simplicity we shall write v and p instead of v, and pI , 
respectively, if this does not cause misunderstanding. 
3. TAYLOR POLYNOMIAL OF HOMOGENEOUS DEGREE 2 
LEMMA 2. Let f E C * and x E G. Then the left Taylor polynomial off at 
.x of homogeneous degree 2 is 
pk2’(Y)=f(x) + C uti(Y) Xif(x) +i -I_ qi(Y) Vi(Y) xixjf(x). 
d,= 1. 2 d, - d, - I 
Proof. The Taylor polynomial P’,” can be written uniquely as 
d,= 1, 2 
We have XfPL2’(e) =X’f(x) for all ZEZ”, with d(Z) <2. Clearly 
P(,Z)(e)=a,, thus a,=f(x). If d(l) = 1,2 then X’= xk with d, = 1, 2 or 
x’=xkx, with t<k<lgm, dk=d,=l. 
The Campbell-Hausdorff formula implies that 
vktXY) = tlk(x) + qk(Y) + c 4W(x) TTY 1 (6) 
dlI)+d(J)=dk,I#O,J#O 
for all x, y E G, k = 1, . . . . m (see p. 23 in [IS]). Therefore, 
c 
d/>dk+l,d(I)=d,-dk 
(7) 
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where [k] is the multiindex with 1 in the kth place and zeros elsewhere 
(cf. Proposition 1.26 in IS]). Thus 
Jfkrli(Y) = 
8ki if di< dk 
Cd(,) = d, dk dCkWY) if d,ad,+ 1. 
(8) 
Consequently X, vi (e) = Ski and (Xkqiqj)(e) = 0. We conclude 
X,Pl*)(e) = uk for k E { 1, . . . . m} with dk = 1,2; thus ak = X,f(x). 
Let now k, in (1, . . . . m) withd,=d,=l. IfiE{l,...,m) withdi=l then 
we have X,v],(y) = S,; thus X,X,?,(e) =O. If dj= 2 then (8) implies 
X,qi(y) = Cd,= I cFi’[“rj(~); thus 
XkX,fji(Y) = c cp’[“xktji(y) = cfk’V 
d,= 1 
Obviously rk(x2) = 2qk(x) since exp Xexp X= exp(X+ X) for all XE Y. 
Thus applying (6) with x = y, we obtain 
C C/WQ 
Y]ktx) q,(x) =o 
dk = d, = 1 
for iiz ( 1, . . . . m> with d, = 2. Since x E G can be arbitrary we conclude 
c[klCU + C~~ICkl = 0. I (9) 
Applying (7) it can be shown that if di = d, = dk = d, = 1 then 
2 if i=j=k=l 
(XkX,4iqjli)(e) = 1 if i#j and i=k, j=i or i=l, j=k 
0 else. 
Let 1 Gk<E<m with d,=d,= 1. We have 
XkXlPj2)(e) = 2akk if k=l 
akj+xdz2 a.cckl”’ I I if k#(; 
thus XkX,P12)(e) = XkX,f(x) implies akk = &Y:f(x) and 
uk,= C~k’?Yi 
> 
f(x). (10) 
Now xjxk is a right-invariant differential operator of order 2 and 
homogeneous degree 2, so it is a linear combination of the monomials X’ 
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such that d(Z) < 2 (see [S]). Consequently we have again X,X,P12)(e) = 
X,X,f(x). On the other hand, 
X,X,Pi*)(e) = 
2akk if k=l 
ak,+Cdz2 a.cC’Ickl I I if k # 1, 
thus 
akl= X,X,- C c~‘ICklXi 
> 
f(x). (11) 
rl, = 2 
Adding (10) and (11) and applying (9) we obtain ak,= 
$(XkX, + X,X,) f(x). Thus the assertion. 1 
4. HOMOGENEOUS MOMENTS AND PSEUDOMOMENTS 
Let ,u be a probability measure on G. For k EN consider the kth 
homogeneous moment of ~1 
It should be noted that Mk(p) < co if and only if the measure p has finite 
kth moment on G in the sense of [6, 141. We use also the kth homogeneous 
pseudomoment of p and v defined by 
B&, v) = f j Irli(x)lkidf IP-VI (dx)> 
i=l 
where 1~ - v) denotes the total variation of the signed measure p - v. The 
inequality (3) implies that for k E N and for a homogeneous norm ( .I on G 
there are constants CL”, CL*’ >O such that 
cv’ lNk b--v/ (dx)<fi&L, v)dcL*’ jxjk l/i-v/ (dx). j 5 
Let bho be the Gauss semigroup on G whose infinitesimal generator 
is the sub-Laplacian i Cdki,= I Xi. We write simply v instead of v, . 
LEMMA 3. We have l vi(x) v(dx)=O for i= 1, . . . . m and f q,(x) vi(x) 
v(dx)=Jiifor di=dj= 1. 
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Proof Theorem B implies that all moments of v exist. The measure v is 
symmetric; hence J vi(x) v(dx) = 0 for all i= 1, . . . . 112. The central limit 
theorem (1) holds for the measure p = v, thus 1 vi(x) vi(x) v(dx) = 6, for 
dj=dj= 1. 1 
The variational distance between v and a probability measure p on G can 
be estimated by the help of their pseudomoments in the following way. 
LEMMA 4. For all k E N there exists a constant ck > 0 such that for every 
probability measure p on G one has 
IP - VI (G) 6 ck,,$“‘+ k’(/b “1. 
ProojI We use the ideas of Lemma 1, page 12 in [15]. Suppose first 
that 
O<u= [p-vi (G)<2. 
Let G= D+ u D- be a Hahn decomposition of G with respect to the 
signed measure p - v; i.e., D + and D- are disjoint Bore1 sets such that 
(~-v)(B)20 if BcDf and (~-v)(B)<0 if BcD-. Define a measure 4’ 
on g(G) by 
Then 
c(B)=v(BnD+)+p(BnD-). 
pkh v, 2 ck j pklX) I@ - VI (dx) > ck s pk(x)(v - i)(h). (12) 
Note that c(G)=l-0/2. Put A,,= {xEG:p(a-‘x)<r} for aEG, r>O. 
Let r > 0 such that v(A, ,) = u/2. Then v(A:, ,) = 1 - u/2 = c(A, ,) + c(A:, ,); 
thus i(A, .) = (v - [)(A:, ,). Consequently we have 
IA p”(x) 5(dx) d rkWp, ,) = rk(v -  CWf, ,I G Jc pk(x)(v -  Mdx) 
P. r  P. r  
and it follows that 
1 PkMV -  i)(dx) 2 I, 
C. r  
Pk(X)(V -  i)(dx) + Jcr Pk(X) i(dx) 
= s Pkb) v(dx). A P. r (13) 
Now (12) and (13) imply 
fikb, v, 3 ck 
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Let h E (0, r) such that v(A, h) = v(A,, ,\A, h) = u/4. Using that the density 
function of v is bounded we have 
v(Ae,,)6c44,,)=c j L(dx) = ChQ j I(dy) < C’hQ. !e<h P(J) <I 
Consequently h > c”v”~ and 
>ckhkv(A, .\A,,)~c,hkoj4Bc;V’Q+k’fQ. 
From this it follows that v = 1~ -VI (G) < c~@“~‘“‘(~, v). 
If (p - vl (G) = 0 then the statement is obvious. If 1~ - VI (G) = 2 then p 
and v are orthogonal, and we have 
pk(X) Ip-v, (dx))Q’(Q+k’>(j p*(x)v(dx))Q”Q+k~ 
= ck = ck Ip - VI (C)/2. 
Hence the assertion. 1 
The variational distance between v and the normalized convolution 
power S~,J;;($) can be estimated as follows. 
LEMMA 5. For all n EN there exists a constant c, > 0 such that if p is 
a probability measure on G with j vi(x) p(dx) = 0 for di = 1, 2 and 
j vi(x) vi(x) p(dx) = 6, for di= dj = 1 then for all n E N, 
IQd~Ln)-4 (G)d(l~---I (G))“+c, 5 B,hv). (14) 
.j = 3 
Proof. We use again the ideas of Lemma 1, page 12 in [ 151. Let us first 
observe that 
I@ - VI” (41 G t(b- VI (c)Y (15) 
for all n E N and BE g(G). Indeed this is true for n = 1. For n 2 2 using 
induction on n we have 
I@ - VI" (WI = j (P - VI"- ' W'B)(p - v)(dx) 
G; (1~1-4 (G))n-’ $ lp--I (dx)=+vl (G))“. 
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Let us now estimate jv * (~-v)(B)1 for BE g(G). We have 
= ff XB(U) zJ(ux-‘) JWNP - v)(dx). 
Now we shall use Taylor inequality for the function 
f(x) = j L?(u) .dux- ‘)4du), XEG 
at eE G. Put g,(x) =p(ux-‘) for x, UE G. First we show that f~ C” and 
for all x E G and ZE 2:. We have 
where P,J is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d(J) - d(Z) (cf. [S, 
p. 25-J). Moreover, from (6) 
where QJK is a polynomial on G x G which is jointly homogeneous of 
degree d(K) - d(J) (that is, Q,(s,(x), 6,(u)) = rd(K)-‘dfJ)QJK(~, u)). By (4), 
Corollary 1, and by the inequality JuxI < c(lul + Ixl), 
d c(J, R) (17) 
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if 1x1 <R. Thus 
which implies (16). 
Denote I’(‘) the left Taylor polynomial of f at Ed G of homogeneous 
degree 2. The moment conditions and Lemmas 2 and 3 imply 
s P’(x)(p - v)(dx) = 0. 
By Theorem A we have 
If(x) - P’*‘(x)l d IA3 sup IX’f(z)l 
d(l) = 3, l=l G b’ I-xl 
for all x E G. For Iz] < b3 1x1 by (16) and (17), 
cc(l) C IX14’--d(~) (1 + (x14+‘L’)), 
IN Q IJI G III 
d(K) 5 d(J) > d(1) 
Consequently, 
= / 1 u-(x) - ~%))(P - r)(dx)l 
<c lx13 I sup I IX’f(z)l IP- VI (dx) d(l) = 3, IzI < b3 1x1 
<c IA3 1 s (IX(d(J’-d(” + 1x1 
d-d(“) I/l-VI (dx) 
Ifa c IJI G I4 
d(K) 2 d(J) 2 d(l) 
<c 3<F<3s 1 IXI’IP-VI (dx), 
. . 
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since d(1) = 3 and IKl < 111 imply d(K) < s llyl < s [I( < sd(l) = 3~. Thus we 
conclude that 
Iv * (P-v)(B)l Gc F pj(/4 V). (18) 
j=3 
Similarly, 
1(11-v) * v(B)I 6 c t Pj(P3 v). (19) 
J=3 
Now we prove (14). It is true for n = 1. Suppose that it is true for 
1, 2, . ..) n - 1. Then for all Bqrel sets BE L@(G) we have 
I(~~,J;;W) - vW)l = lb”- v”)(~~;;W)l 
G lb - v)” (QzW)I + SI + Sz, (20) 
where 
n-1 
s,= c (pv)k*v*/d--k-I 
k=l 
(SJ(B))I 
n-1 
s2= c vk* (p-v)*p”-k-1 
k=l 
@J(B))/. 
From (15), (18), (19), and (20) we obtain (14). 1 
5. RATE OF CONVERGENCE IN CLT FOR VARIATIONAL DISTANCE 
THEOREM 1. There exist two constants CL, C, > 0 with the property: if 
p is a probability measure on G such that j vi(x) p(dx) = 0 when di = 1,2, 
J Vi(x) Vj (xl P(dx)=bij w h en di = d, = 1 and j?3s(~, v) < C,, then for all 
n>4 one has 
A,(P, v) = sup lb,&WB) - v(B)I 
Be&-(G) 
3s-3 
G C2 j;. 83 + j(P3 VI cc’ +j)“. (21) 
Remark. Lemmas 4 and 5 give an estimate for A,@, v) when n = 1,2, 3. 
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ProoJ We use induction on n and the method of composition, and 
follow the ideas of the proof of Lemma 2 in [2]. By the assumption 
/I33 6 C,, Lemmas 4 and 5, 
d4(P9 “)Gi 1~1,fi(~~)--l (W+v, (G))4+c 5 pi) 
r=3 
3s 
< c /j;,pm + 3s) + C ei <c(l + c:(Q-~~)‘(Q+~~) 
J=3 ;=3 
since Q 3 m > s. We conclude that (21) is true for n = 4 if we choose 
c* > 4” +3qg + c;(Q-d/(Q+3d). 
Now we assume that if f13,(l, v) 6 C, then 
sup Is*,~(~~)(B)-v(B)I~C* c 83+,(~,V)k-(‘+j)‘*=Sk (22) 
BEJ(G) .j= 0 
for k = 2, 3, . . . . n-l and BE%?(G). 
Consider the decomposition 
k=l 
(23) 
where 
Yk = (dl,J;;V)k-L * (61,$p--~,&vv) * ((gl,J;;~)“~k-(Gl,J;;v)“~k) 
Y”k = @l,J;;V)k- ’ * (61,J;;p-Qp) * (&Gv)“-k. 
First we give an estimate for y,(B), Beg(G): 
y,(B)= (61,~~~-1-6,,~v”~‘)(x-1B)(~,,~~-~~,~v)(~x)~ 
s 
Using the inductive hypothesis (22) for n - 1 we have 
thus using S, _ 1 < 2 (3Sp “‘*Sn we obtain by Lemma 4 
IvI(B)I GS,-, ~~I,J;;P--~,J;;~I(G)~~S, Ip-VI (G),c’/?~?~+~~‘S~, 
(24) 
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Now we give an estimate of yk(B) for 2 6 k < [n/2], 
Y,(B) = jj (6,,&Fk- ~,,p-“W’~) 
XPtlux-‘) w~ml,&P- ~,,J7wX)~ 
where t = (k - 1 )/n. 
We use now the Taylor inequality for the function f: G t-+ R, 
f(x)=j (6,,J;;~U”-k-G,,J;;Vn-k)(U-‘g)pl(ux-1);l(du) 
as in the proof of Lemma 5. Put g,,(x) =p,(ux-‘) for x, UE G and t >O, 
and I(u) = 6,,~;l(,u~~~ - v”~~)(u-‘B) for UE G. From the inductive 
hypothesis (22) for n -k we have 
As in the proof of Lemma 5 one can show that f~ C” and 
X'fb) = j f(u) GL,(x) 4du). 
Denote P(*) the left Taylor polynomial off at e E G of homogeneous degree 
2. By the moment conditions we again have 
I P(*)(x) 61,&(/d - v)(h) = 0. 
By Theorem A we have 
If(x) - p’*‘(x)l < lx13 sup IX’f(z)l 
d(l) = 3, Ii1 Q b’ 1x1 
(26) 
for all x E G. By (25) we have as in the proof of Lemma 5 for IzI < b3 1x1, 
x (14 &V-d(J)+ (u(d(KJhfVJ 1 i(t)“P&)~ 4du) 
< C,Sn c (I-4 d(KJ~d(l)tpww2+ (x(d(J)-d(l) t-d(/)/2) 
IKl 6 I4 d 111 
d(K) 3 d(J) b d(l) 
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taking into account Corollary 1. Thus by (26) 
IYk(B)I = j f(x) b&b - VNdX) 
d cs, g t-J’* j lxlj IS,,& - v)l (dx) 
j=3 
bus, i ((k-l)/n)~j/2Bjn-j’Z=cs, 3(S~“~3+j(k-1)~13+~)/2. 
j=3 J=o 
Consequently 
Cnl21 3s-3 
k;2 lu/SB)I Gcs, 1 h+J. (27) 
j=o 
If [n/2] <k <n then instead of (25) we use the simple estimate 
I(~,,J;;~“-~-~S~,J;;~“~~)(U-~B)I Q 1 
(since both 61,~p”-k(~-1B) and Gl,~vnpk)(u-‘B) are in [0, l]), and 
t = (k - 1 )/n > i implies 
3cs- 1) 
I)‘k(B)I <C ‘1 p3+ jH-‘3+i)‘2. 
j=O 
The same estimate is valid for yk. Thus 
k=,$,+, I)‘k(B)I = bC ““c” j?3+jn-“+‘“2<Cc3n (28) 
j=O 
,$, I~/@)1 3(s-‘) GC 1 B3+jn -(I +i)/* < ) c;ls,. (29) 
j=O 
Hiilder inequality implies jj < Pk jlk for 1 < j < k. Collecting the estimates 
(24) and (27~(29) we obtain from (23) that 
( 
3s- 3 
I(~~,J;~“-v)(B)I <C fi’$!(Q+3s)+ C i3+j+CC11 sn 
j=O > 
3s - 3 
<c c~‘(Q+~~‘+ *To C\3+J’J3’++,, 
( 
dS,, 
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taking C, sufficiently small and C2 sufficiently large. The proof is 
complete. 1 
COROLLARY 2. There exist two constants Cl, C2 > 0 such that for every 
probability measure p on G satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1 and for 
all n > 4, 
A,@, v) < C2(/13(pL, v) n-“* +/I&, v) n--(3S--?)‘2) 
A,*@, v),<C,(m,(p)n-‘~2+m,,(~)n-‘3”-2)~2). 
6. HOMOGENEOUS BALLS 
Let 1’ 1 be a homogeneous norm on G. For a E G and r > 0 we define 
B(a,r)={xgG:(a-‘x(<r) 
and we call B(a, r) the homogeneous ball of radius r about a. We observe 
that 
G,(Wa, r)) = B(a,(ba), rt) 
for all a, b E G and r, t > 0. In other words, the system {B(a, r) : aE G, 
r > 0} of homogeneous balls is closed with respect to the dilations (6,), , 0 
and translation from the left. 
Let us consider now the homogeneous norm on G defined by 
Ud 
I?i(x)144 (30) 
for x E G, where dc N and d/d; are even numbers for i = 1, . . . . m. We shall 
show that the system of homogeneous balls with respect to the above 
homogeneous norm has two important properties. 
LEMMA 6. Let ) -1 be the homogeneous norm on G defined by (30). Then 
there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
v(B(a, r+&)\B(a, r))<c.z(l + (aI)‘-’ 
for all aEG, r>O, andE>O. 
ProoJ To avoid complicated notation we write xi = vi(x) for XE G, 
i = 1, . . . . m, in the proof. 
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For r > 0, i = 1, . . . . m, consider the sets 
Ai= XEG: 
i 
,<,~,+, lXjldi4~Cord)2 
. . ,’ 
where (m - 1 )/m < c0 < 1 is a fixed constant. It is easy to notice that for 
r>((com/(m- l))‘ld-- l)-’ E=c,E 
we have 
thus 
B(e, r + E)\B(e, r) c ilj (A,n (B(e, r + c)\B(e, r))). 
i=l 
Applying the translation invariance of the homogeneous balls we can 
estimate 
44% r + E)\B(U? I)) = !*,,, T+E)\B(O I) P(X) 4dx) 
= s , B,~ T+E),B(C ,) P(W) 4&lG f Ii, i= 1 
where 
I, = s P(W) 44A,n(B(e, TfE)\B(B, I)) 
= s &I+! I.v,l dldl <C&f s{.“,:‘gl,‘l<r+&} p(uy)4dy). 
Let US fix y, , . . . . yi- I, yi+ 1, . . . . yrn E R. We remark that 
{ yi : r < 1~1 < r + E} = (-bi, -ai] LJ CQi, bib 
where 
( > 
4 Id 
U,(y)= Id- C JyjJd” 
/+I 
bi(.vJ=((r+c)d- zi I~;l.““)vii. 
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For y E A i n (B(e, r + s)\B(e, r)) we have (taking also into account r > cr E) 
( 
4/d- 1 
b;(y)-U,(y)<& SUP diZd-’ Zd- 1 IVjld’dJ 
T<ZGr+E J+i 
<Edi(r+E)d-l (1 -c,)dr’dpl rdJed 
d, - 1 
d CET . 
Applying Theorem B we obtain 
p(uy) dyj < cud’- ’ sup exp{ -C lavI’>. 
u, < Y, < b, 
The supremum can be estimated 
sup 
a, < y, 4 b, 
laiexP{ -C lQY12}I &i. 
By formula (6) we obtain 
dj luyl = luyl’-d c d,:‘(rjj(uy))*l+’ 
d/ 3 4 d(l) + d(J) =c$ 
We have 
ai= C pikxk, 
dr; 3 d, 
where Pik is a homogeneous polynomial of degree dk - di (cf. p. 25 in [S]). 
Since XkqJ is homogeneous of degree d(J) - dk Lemma 1 implies 
laiyIJ(Y)l G 1 Ipi/c(.Y)l Ix/crlJ(Y)l 
dk > d, 
If d(J) < di then clearly aiqJ(y) = 0 for all y E G. Using also (4) we obtain 
I4 bYl I Gc c lq4-d~ 1 l,lW ly14J)b4. 
d, 3 4 d(l) + d(J) = d, 
Collecting the above estimates we have 
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x c IaId (yld(J)-4 l(dy) 
d(l) + d(J I= d, 
=CE exp{ -Clx\*} 1 Ix[*~~J s 
d, 5 4 
xd(,)+;J)=d bid(‘) lQ-14d’J’- l WY) 
I 
<C’&(l+ [ais-‘), 
where the following integrability condition was used: if f is a measurable 
function on G such that If(x)1 = O(l~l*-~), where a>0 then f is 
integrable near 0 (cf. p. 15 in [S]). 
In case r < cr.s we can simply use the boundedness of the density 
function p: 
V(H% r + E)\B(a, r)) < cA(B(a, r + ~)\&a, r)) 
= c’((r + E)Q - rQ) < C’E~ 6 C’E 
if E < 1. In case E > 1 the proposition is trivial, since we can choose 
c=l. 1 
Let us fix an infinitely differentiable function 1+9: R H [0, 1 ] with 
J/(z)= 1 for z<O and tj(z)=O for z>,l. Let r, E>O. Put 
for x E G. It is easy to show that we have 
where xa denotes the indicator function of the set A. 
LEMMA 7. Let ) -1 be the homogeneous norm on G defined by (30). Let r, 
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E >O. Let Y be defined by (31). Th en or all 1~27 there exists a constant f 
ct > 0 such that 
for all x E G. 
Proof: Let I= (iI, . . . . i,) E Zy. We can assume r > E. Since Y(x) = 0 for 
XEG with Ixl<r---E or \xI>r, it can be assumed that r-.s<\x\<r. We 
have 
ijd,/d<J,Gi,, l</<m k=l 
For j, < ik we have 1 - (1 - &/r)d> E/r < (E/r)ik’jk; thus (rd- (r - E)~)‘~ > 
EikPjkdeik. Applying also the inequality Iqk(x)l < (xldk < rdk, we obtain the 
assertion. 1 
7. RATE OF CONVERGENCE IN CLT ON HOMOGENEOUS BALLS 
We shall use the following “smoothing inequality” (cf. [Ill; 13, Chap. 5, 
Lemma 1.11). 
LEMMA 8. Let ,uL1 and pz be probability measures on a measurable space 
(QF). Let A, AI, ACED such that A,cAcA* and let qI and (p2 be 
measurable functions on (C&9) with x,,, < cpI < xa < cp2 < xaz. Then 
THEOREM 2. Let I a( be a homogeneous norm on G with the following two 
properties: 
(i) There exists a constant c > 0 such that 
v(B(a, r+&)\B(a, r))dc~(l+ [al)“-’ (32) 
for all aEG, r>O, and E>O; 
(ii) for r > E > 0 there exists a function Yr,8: G H [0, l] such that 
XB(,. r--E)(X) G y,, E(X) d XL+, r,(x) (33) 
683/38/2-13 
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for all x E G, and 
(34) 
for all x E G and for all ZE Zy with d(Z) d 3s. 
Then there exists a constant C > 0 with the following property: if p is a 
probability measure on G such that 1 vi(x) p(dx) = 0 when di= 1,2, 
!J;‘x) yIj(x) P(dx) = 6, when di=dj= 1, j Iqi(x)j3”idip(dx)< co when 
2 . ..> m then for all n 2‘4, a E G, and r > 0, one has 
I~lj~W)(B(a~ r)) - v(B( a, r))l < Wa, rM3(,4 v) + P3,h v)) np1’23 (35) 
where 
Remark. Lemmas 6 and 7 show that there always exist homogeneous 
norms with properties (i) and (ii) on arbitrary stratified groups. 
Proof. We use again induction on n and the method of composition 
and follow the ideas of the proof of Theorem 1 in [2]. If fi3,Y > 1 then using 
Lemma 4 we have 
I(p-v)(B)1 Q: I/L-VI (G)Qc~~~!!!,I’~+~~‘<cB~~ 
for all BE g(G), thus (35) is true for n = 1 (choosing C B c), and we begin 
the induction with n = 1. 
If /13S < 1 then as at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1, 
I@1,,(P4)-v)(B)1 <c
(  
p:p”Q+3s)+ 
ij3 p’> 
Gc’ 5 flj<C”(P3+fl3J 
j=3 
for--all BE a(G), since /I, < cj(p3 + f13S) for 3 <j < 3s. Thus (35) is true for 
n = 4 (choosing C b 2c), and we begin the induction with n = 4. 
Now we assume that 
I~,,Ji;(#)(B(a, r)) - Wa, r))l d Way r)(B3(c1, v) + B& v)) k-l’* = Sk 
(36) 
for aEG, r>O, and k<n-1. 
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Let now UE G and r, E > 0. Denote by ul,. E the function on G with 
properties (33) and (34) when r > E and put Yr, Jx) E+ 0 for x E G when 
r<c. Put Y,= Y,,, and YY2=Y,+E,F. Put cp,(x)=Yi(a~‘x) for XEG, 
i= 1,2. Then 
XB(u.r-e)G<(Pl dXB(rr,r,d(P2dXB(a.~+~,- (37) 
Applying Lemma 8 and the assumption (32), we obtain 
l~l,~(NX~(~, r)) - Ma, r))l 
d max 
i= 1,2 
cPitx)( l/J;;Pfl- v)(dx) + CE(1 + Ial )‘-l. (38) 
From now on we shall write cp and Y instead of qpi and Yi. 
We use again the decomposition (22). First we suppose that 
E < min( 1, r/2) and we shall give an estimate for J (p(x)(yk -t jjk)(dx) if 
1 <k d [n/2]. We have 
s dX)(Yk + Tk)(dX) 
Now we use the Taylor inequality for the function 
at Ed G. Put g,,(u) = qn(yuz) = Y(Y(~-‘yuz) for y, U, z E G. First we show 
that f EC3 and 
for all u E G and ZE Zy with d(1) < 3. Since the map (y, U, z) -+ V~(JUZ) is 
a polynomial on G x G x G which is jointly homogeneous of degree dk (that 
is, vk(Sr(Y) d,(u) 6,(z)) = r%k(yuZ)), we have 
qk(u-‘y#z)= c 41) + d(J) + d(K) = dk 
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for some constants c:“. Therefore, 
K 
1 Y(a-‘yuz), (40) 
IKI G IJI. d(K)> 4-4 
where PJK is a polynomial on G x G x G which is jointly homogeneous of 
degree d(K) - d(J). Moreover, 
G&4 = 1 Q,,(u) (t)’ g&4 (41) 
IJI < III. 4Jl Z d(l) 
where QIJ is a homogeneous polynomial on G of degree d(J) - d(Z). 
Let us consider the case gJu)=cp,(yuz)= Y,(aP’yuz). The case 
g,,(u) = cp,(yuz) = ‘V,(a-‘yuz) can be handled similarly. The assumption 
(33) implies that 
Y,(a-‘yuz)=O 
if (a-‘yuz(>r+~. If (uplyuz(<r++ we have 
IZI <c()u-‘y-‘aI+ )a-‘yuzJ)<c(JuJ + la-‘p’J +r-te). (42) 
For KE Zy with IK( Q 111 <d(Z) < 3, we have d(K) < 3s, and assumption 
(34) implies 
(V,(u-‘yuz) <cKe-lK1(r + E)‘~~-~(~). (43) 
By (40 j(43) and applying Theorem B we obtain 
JJ IX’g&)l ~I,,/;;+ l (dy) 6,,~;;$-~(dz) < 4 6, r, R) 
for u E G with 1~1 6 R, which implies (39). 
Denote PC’) the left Taylor polynomial of f at e E G of homogeneous 
degree 2. By the moment conditions we again have 
s P'2'(x)d,,J;;(p - v)(dx) =o. 
Thus by Lemma 2 we obtain 
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where 
Using Iq(yuz)- q(yz)l < 1 for y, u, ZE G we obtain If(u) -f(e)/ < 1 for 
u E G; thus 
IZOI G 161,& - VII (f u~G:~u~>l))~e~,n-~‘~. 
Now we shall estimate 
X’s,Ae) = & ( > ’ g,,(e). 
We consider again only the case g,,(u) = cp&uz) = !P,(a-‘yuz). We have 
a K 
( > ar yl,(dyz) = 0 
if Ia-‘yz( <r or (a-‘yzl >r+e; that is, if z$f?(y-‘a, r+&)\B(y-‘a, r). 
Thus 
~6,,~;;p”-~(B(y-‘a, r+e)\BW’a, r)). 
Using E <r/2, k < [n/2] and the inductive hypothesis (36) for n-k, we 
have 
I~,,J;;(~~-~-v~-‘)(B(Y-‘., r+s))l 
= IG1,~(l*n-k- v-k )(~J~(B(Y-‘G r + &)))I 
Q W~,,mzqW’~l (r + E) J-MB3 + !LNn - k)-“2 
<cC(l + Ial + Iyl)“-’ (1 +(l+ (al + ly1)/r)3’s-1)(83+B3s)n-“2. 
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In the same way we obtain the same estimate for [~,,J;I(@-~-v~~~) 
(B(y-‘a, r))l. From the assumption (32) it follows that 
V(~~~(wv -~‘a, r+&)\B(y-~‘u, V)))<CE(l$ Ial + I~l)“Y 
Consequently for fixed a, y E G, we have 
6 I,J;;~~~~({zEG:X’~,,(~)#O)) 
dc(l+ lal+ Iyl)” ’ 
x (E + C(1 + (1 + Ial + IyI)/r)3’“P” (/?3 + p3s, n-1’2). 
For zEB(y-‘a, r+&)\B(yp’u, r) we have IzI dc(laP1yl +r+E); 
consequently, by (40) and (43) 
IJf’~,Ae)l = I(t)’ xl;(e)~ 
6 c(I) c lu~‘yl’(lu~‘yl’+(r+&)j) 
lJ(~III,i+j=d(J)~d(I)~O 
xE-IJi(r+E)IJI-dv’~ 
we have E~IJI(r+E)IJI-d(J’~E-dl~)(r+E)d(~’~d(J) 
IJJ - 111 6 0. Theorem B and the above estimates imily 
since I JI - d(Z) < 
K’S(e)1 G jj W’g,,,(e)l ~I,JF’(@) ~I~~N-k(dz) 
<c(l)(l+ lul)SP’ 
x (E+ C(l + (1 + lul)/r)3’s+1’ (b3 +j3s) C112) Cd”’ 
X c (l+(~l’)(l+lu(‘+(r+s)~) 
IJI~111,r+j=d(J)-d(l)yO 
x (,. + E)d(O ~ d(J) 
<c(Z)sPd”)(l +(l+ lul)/r)(‘-l)d(“(Sn+s(l+ Iu~)“~‘), 
since IJI < 111 implies d(J) <S IJI ds [II 6 sd(Z). We have for ZE Zy with 
d(Z) < 3 
s IUI z 1 Iv’(u)1 I&,& -v)l (du) 
d I 111,, 1 Md”’ I&,& - v)l (du) 
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Collecting the above estimates, we obtain for ZE Zm+, with d(Z) < 3, 
<c(z)&-dql +(l+ 1,1)/r)(s~l)J(“(S,+E(l+ Ial)“p1)p3np3’2. 
Thus using E < 1 we can conclude that 
~Z,)~~~-~(1+(1+~u~)/~)~~~~~~(S,+~(1+min{lal,r})“~‘)B~n~~‘~ 
for i = 1,2. By Theorem A we have 
If(u) - p’2’(u)I d Iu13 sup IX’f(x)l 
d(f) = 3, 1x1 <b’ lul 
for all u E G. Applying E < mint 1, r/2} it can be proved as above that for 
fixed a, y, ugG with IuI< 1 we have 
6 ,,./Kk(b~G :J%,,z(WO)) 
<G,,&p”-k(B(U-ly-l a, r+E)\B(u-‘y-la, r)) 
Q c(l + lal + lyl + Iul y’ 
x (E+C(l + (I+ Ial + lyl + lul)/r)3’~-1)(P3+B3s)n-1’2) 
<c(l+ lal+ Iyl)“-’ 
x (E+ C(l+ (1 + Ial + lyl)/r)‘+” (/?3+/?3s)n-1’2). 
Thus using (40)-(43) one can show 
1131 <cs-3(1 +(l+ lul)/r) 3’“-1)(Sn+&(1 + lul)“-‘)p3n-? 
Consequently, 
dX)(Y!f + Yfc)(dx) (45) 
G I44 + VII + IZ2l + II31 
<C&C3(1 + (1 + lul)/r) 3’“~1qSn+E(1 + lul)“~‘)/?3n~3’2+C/?3n-3’2 
if s<min(l,r/2} and 1 <k< [n/2]. 
Now we give another estimate for J cp(x)(y, + yk)(dx) if E < min{ 1, r/2} 
and 1 Q k < [n/2]. First we observe 
J dx) Yk(dX) = JJ Z(u) Pt(uu-‘) A(du) Al,& - v)(du), 
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where t=(k- 1)/n and Z(v)={ cp(vz)6,,~;;(~“-~-v”-~)(dz), UEG. We use 
the Taylor inequality for the function j(u)=j Z(o) P,(UU-‘) A(&), UE G at 
e E G. Denote P”‘(u) the left Taylor polynomial of f at eE G of 
homogeneous degree 2. We again have 
where 
I, = 
s IUI > 1 
(f(u) -f(e)) ~,,J;;(P - v)(du) 
z2=+J$-1 Ll 
Vi(U) rljt") xixj.f(e) sljJ;;(PLvv)(du) 
From IqI < 1 it follows 111 < 1 and IfI < 1; thus 
Put g,,(u)=p,(uu-‘) for u, UEG and r>O. We have 
for all XEG, ZEZ’T,!. 
First we estimate 
X’S(e) = j 40) (2) g,,(e) Wu). 
We have 
where PIJ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d(J) - d(Z). Using 111 < 1 
and Corollary 1 we obtain 
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For ItI < 1 we have 
Il(o)l <c(S,+e(l +/al)“+‘), (47) 
applying the inductive hypothesis (36) for n -k and using E < min{ 1, r/2}. 
Thus by Corollary 1 and (46), 
IL (a,> I_ r Z(u) a ’ g,,(e) A(du) <c (S, + E( 1 + Ial)“-‘) tpd(‘)/*. 
Consequently by (44) we have for IE Zm+, with d(Z) 6 3, 
/i IUI > 1 
v’(u) x’f(e) SI,J;;(P - v)(du) 
< cfi3n-“‘2 +cp,(k- 1)-3’2 (S,+s(l + [al)“-‘). 
Thus we can conclude that 
lljl <c&(k- 1))3’2 (&+a(1 + lal)S+1)+c~3n~3’2 
for i= 1,2. By Theorem A we have 
If(u) - p’2’(u)l < I4 3 sup IX’fb)l (48) 
d(f) = 3. (x( <b’ IuI 
for all u E G. Using 111 d 1 and Corollary 1 we have for u E G with JuI <.l, 
XE G, with 1x1 < b3 IuI and for a sufficiently large constant c > 0, 
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since 1x1 db3 and 1~x1 >c imply 11~x1 dc,(lwl + Ix[)<c~([w~ +b3); thus 
IU’I >c,’ lwxl -b3>CG’ c - b3 > 1 if c is sufficiently large. Moreover, for 
/VI <c we have again (47); thus by Corollary 1 we have for u E G with 
Iu/ < 1 and XE G with 1.~1 d b3 1~1 as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
If 
40) X’&!,,(x) 4du) /P < < 
<c,(S,+s(l+ lal)“P’) 
Consequently by (44) and (48) 
lZ31 q”,&l If(u) - Wu)l IS,,& - VII (du) 
3(x- 1) 
< cP3np3/2 +c(S,+&(l+ Ial)-‘) 1 /?3+j(k- 1)-‘3+? 
j=O 
Collecting the estimates we conclude that 
II 
cp(x)y,(dx) dc(S,+e(l + l~l)“~‘)(/?~+fl,,)(k-- 1)-3’2+cfi3np3’2. 
(49) 
We obtain, as in the proof of Theorem 1 (using III d l), that 
II 
3s-3 
fp(x)jj,(dx) bc C f13+jnp’3+“‘2<c(P3+/?3s)n-3’2 (50) 
j=O 
for 1 <k < it. The same estimate is valid for f (p(x)(yk + jj,)(dx) in case 
[n/2] <k <n. 
Let m E { 1, 2, . . . . [n/2]}. For k= 1, 2, . . . . m we use the estimate (45): 
CpbNYk + Yk)(dX) 
< c(P3 + p3s) n - 1’2 
For k = m + 1, . . . . [n/2] we use (49): 
CN21 
= Is 
dx)(Yk+y”k)tdx) 
k=m+l 
<c(S,+s(l + lal)“-‘)(P3+P35)m~“2+~(B3+B3s) n-“2. 
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For k= [n/2] + 1, . . . . we use (SO): 
cp(X)(Yk + “Fk)(dX) G 4P3 + Pd n-I’*. 
Let K> 0 be a large enough constant (we shall specify it later) and 
~=K(l+(l+lal)/r)“~‘(8,+B,,)n-“~. 
Using (38) and collecting the above estimates we obtain 
l~1~~W)(~(4 r)) - v(B(4 r))l 
dc((K-‘+ C~1)(K-2(~,+~3s)-2 m 
+ KM3 + IL) m -I’*) + c-‘(K+ 1)) S, 
From Theorem 1 it follows that if p3 + & < Cr then 
l~liv~(~n)(~(4 r))- v(B(a, r))l G C2CB3 + &.J n-1’2 G C2C-‘& (51) 
for all n > 4. 
If Cl < (j3, + /?3S) <K-’ then we choose m = 1 and we have 
I~~~JAP”)(~(~~ r)) - v(N4 r))l 
<c((K-’ + Cp1)(K-2C~2 + 1) + C-‘(K+ 1)) S,. (52) 
If pX + /13S > KS1 [n/2] ‘I2 then we choose m = n and we have 
l~l~~W)(~(~, r)) - v(B(a, r))l d cW1 + C-‘W+ 2)) S,. (53) 
If K-’ < p3 + B3S 6 K-‘[n/2]“* then there exists m E { 1,2, . . . . [n/2]}, such 
that 
m- 1 <K2(/?3+j?j,)2,<m 
and then 
lhlI~W)(B(a, r)) - v(Wa, r))l d c(3K-’ + C-‘(K+ 4)) S,. (54) 
If E = K( 1 + (1 + (a()/~)~~ ’ (/I3 + f13S) n-1/2 2 r/2 then we need a new 
estimate of the integral j cp(x)(y, + Fk)(dx). We use the inequality (38) with 
&= 1: 
d max 
i=l,Z /I 
cpi(x)(~l,&Pn- v)(dx) + 41 + I4 r’, 
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noting that now in the definition of !Pj one should replace E with 1. Again 
using the Taylor inequality for the function 
at e E G, we obtain 
dX)(Yk +Y”k)(dX) G j If(u) - p’2’b41 P1,& - v)l (du), 
where P’*) is the left Taylor polynomial of f at Ed G of homogeneous 
degree 2. We obtain 
IJ 
p(x)(vk + Yk)(dx) d c( 1 + (1 + la1 )/r)3’s- ‘) (j3 + B3s) n P3’2. 
Consequently from 1 < 2r-‘c= 2r-‘K(1 + (1 + l~l)/r)‘~’ (/I3 + p3S) nP’j2 
we conclude that 
I~,,Jw)(m r))-v(B(a, r))l <cc-‘(K+ 1) s,. 
1f~=K(1+(1+~u~)/r)“~‘(~,+/?,,)n-”*>1 thenwehave 
(55) 
l~,,Jww) - v(B)I 
~l~K(l+(l+lal)/r)“-‘(p,+B,,)n-“‘~C-’KS,. (56) 
From (51)-(56) it follows that /6,,+(p”)(B(a, r)) - v(B(a, r))] <S, if we 
first fix a sufficiently large K > 0, then choose a sufficiently large C > 0. The 
induction is complete. 1 
COROLLARY 3. The statement of Theorem 2 remains true if we replace 
B3bL, v) + B3& v) in (35) by M,(P, v) + M3hL, VI. 
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